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Abstract—Implementing energy-based controllers in software
represents a challenge for software engineers, as additional
expertise is required to abide by the physics-domain constraints
of energy exchange in the design and structure of the control soft-
ware. Our paper bridges the gap between software engineering
and the physics domain by conveying energy exchange to control-
software modelling. We use principles of physical systems and
the bond-graph modelling language to identify the mechanisms
and constraints of energy exchange and represent them as data-
communication services for software models. This work resulted
in metamodels and models for power and energy communication
that can facilitate the first-time-right implementation of robot-
control software.

Index Terms—domain-specific ontologies, domain-specific con-
straints, energy exchange, software modelling, real-time systems,
bond graph.

I. INTRODUCTION

Controllers that enable the robot to react with compliant
behaviour when engaging in physical interactions are critical
for their safe operation in dynamic and unknown environ-
ments. Levering the development of such controllers has been
one of the goals of EU Robotics in recent years, as stated
in its Strategic Research Agenda (SRA2020)1. On robots
dealing with physical interactions, passivity-based control
(PBC) offers robust and stable compliant behaviour in contact
with unknown environments [1]–[3]. PBC relies on energy
as shared property of control and physical systems, allowing
shaping compliant behaviour using energy-shaping techniques
[4]. Applications such as robotic tele-operated manipulation
benefit from the energy-based approach of PBC (see for
instance the work of [5]–[7]). Given that physical interaction
can be exclusively characterised by energy exchange [8], the
communication between the controller and the physical system
can also be described as energy exchange when generalised
forces and generalised velocities are used as steering and
feedback signals.

However, implementing energy-based controllers in soft-
ware represents a challenge for software engineering. Software
engineers are required to have additional expertise on physics

This research has received funding from the RobMoSys project (EU project
No. 732410) under the subproject EGCS https://robmosys.eu/egcs/

1Strategic Research Agenda for Robotics in Europe 2014-2020.
https://www.eu-robotics.net/sparc/upload/topic groups/SRA2020 SPARC.pdf

and physical-systems modelling to abide by the domain-
specific constraints of energy exchange in the design and
structure of the control software. Conforming to physics in the
communication of steering and feedback signals is essential
for stability and performance of energy-based controllers. An
example is the destabilising effect of time delayed commu-
nication in bilateral teleoperators [9], [10], as lateness in
the communication of steering and feedback signals breaks
the physics conformance of power exchange. When time-to-
market requirements come into play, abiding by the physics-
domain constraints of energy exchange at modelling level can
enable first-time-right implementation of energy-based control
software.

Domain-specific languages (e.g., bond graph, Modelica2,
SIDOPS+ [11]) and tooling solutions (e.g., Simulink3, 20sim4)
exist for representing physical interaction in models of phys-
ical systems. However, such representation methods are not
entirely compatible with software models, as they rely on
domain-specific knowledge not associated with software en-
gineering. Therefore, definition, representation and implemen-
tation guidance in software models of the physics-domain
ontologies of energy exchange is needed.

Our paper bridges the gap between software engineering
and the physics domain in designing and structuring robot-
control software. We convey the mechanisms and constraints
of energy exchange to software engineering by representing
them as data-communication services for software models.
A communication service, as proposed by RobMoSys5, de-
fines the semantics by which different parts of the software
exchange data. This is convenient as it facilitates defining
domain-specific constraints. We define these communication
services in metamodels to facilitate the clear and unambiguous
structuring of energy-based control-software models. Addi-
tionally, we present example models that conform to these
metamodels and a use-case example.

To achieve this, we use principles of physical systems and
the bond-graph modelling language to identify the mechanisms
and constraints of energy exchange. For modelling and control

2https://www.modelica.org
3More details about Simulink at https://www.mathworks.com
4https://www.20sim.com
5https://www.robmosys.eu/
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of physical systems, both the energy and its rate of change
– the power – are of interest. The bond-graph modelling
language is useful for describing the exchange of power among
physical elements in a graphical and object-oriented way
[12]. Therefore, we use entities of the bond-graph notation as
guidance to provide physics conformance to power and energy
communication services.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 concerns the
principles of energy exchange in software models. Section 3
presents the physics-domain constraints and our approach to
incorporate them in software models. Section 4 provides the
metamodels and example models of power and energy com-
munication services. Section 5 presents a use-case example.
Finally, the conclusion to this paper and recommendations are
addressed in Section 6.

II. ENERGY EXCHANGE IN CONTROL SOFTWARE

Previous work states that software components can be
described as physical elements with physics-conformal in-
terconnections by using entities of the bond-graph notation
to represent energy exchange [13]. This provides a physical
interpretation to the interconnection of software elements by
representing it as a power flow. The same approach can be
used to describe energy-consistent communication of control-
software models.

See for instance the model described in bond-graph notation
in Fig. 1a. An impedance controller and a physical system – a
single mass, for instance – are connected through a half arrow
denoting the power transfer between these two elements. In
the bond-graph notation, such arrow is called power bond. The
orientation of the power bond indicates the direction in which
the power has a positive sign – i.e., if the power is positive,
it flows in the direction of the half arrow; if the power is
negative, it flows the other way around.

The communication between controller and robot can be
interpreted as energy exchange when the product of the
steering and feedback signals has a physical dimension of
power (i.e., in Watt). This is the case when the control
signals are composed by a generalised force, F (generalised
in bond-graph terms as effort, e), and a generalised velocity,
v (generalised in bond-graph terms as flow, f ). Power, P , can
be computed using (1), which means that a power bond can
be computed using effort and flow as two signals calculated in
opposite direction. Therefore, effort and flow are called power-
conjugated variables.

P = e f = F v (1)

In practice, input and output signals can be used to com-
municate power-conjugated variables, as shown in Fig. 1b.
Moreover, generalised positions are preferred as feedback
signals instead of velocities, as it is more practical to acquire
and use position sensors. A generalised position, x (gener-
alised in bond-graph terms as q-type variable), is the time
integral of a generalised velocity (see (2)). Analogously, a
generalised momentum, p (generalised in bond-graph terms

as p-type variable) is the time integral of a generalised force
(see (3)). In physical-systems modelling, the q-type and p-type
variables are the state variables of a physical system. The
elements of the model depicted in Fig. 1b, whether they use
power-conjugated variables or state variables, can exchange
energy as if they were physical elements.

q =

∫
f dt =

∫
v dt (2)

p =

∫
e dt =

∫
F dt (3)

Impedance controller Physical system

a)

Impedance controller Physical system

e steering

b)

f feedback

power power

force_out

velocity_in velocity_out

force_in

setpoint_in

setpoint_in

Fig. 1. Software models of an impedance controller exchanging power with
a physical system: a) described in bond-graph notation and b) described using
I/O signals.

Real physical elements are passive in nature – i.e., they only
store or dissipate energy, never generate it. For the control
software to conform to physics, the passivity property must
hold. This is non-trivial, as energy generation in the controller
compromises system stability and dependability. The too-late
arrival of data can lead to a violation of passivity, as is the
case of too large delays in the communication and computation
of the control signals [14], [15]. To preserve passivity and
stability, mechanisms that keep the energy bounded have to be
implemented by carrying out a bookkeeping of the exchanged
energy between the controller and the robot [6], [7], [16].
These methods rely on monitoring power exchange to enforce
passive behaviour on the communication of energy data. See
Appendix A for details on computation of energy in the control
software.

The bond-graph language describes ideal energetic intercon-
nections of physical elements. That is, a bond-graph model
shows the exchange of signals between sub-models from
the point of view of energy and energy exchange. As the
bond-graph language is a domain-specific language of en-
ergy exchange, it does not dictate how the control software
should handle effort and flow variables when used as steering
and feedback signals, nor takes into account the limitations
imposed by a real-world implementation of software – e.g.,
computation methods, discretisation, communication channels,
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timing, hardware. Yet, the bond-graph language can serve
to identify the physics-domain constraints that the control
software has to abide by.

III. DOMAIN-SPECIFIC CONSTRAINTS OF ENERGY
EXCHANGE

The power-bond entity represents instantaneous, point-to-
point power transfer among two interconnected elements.
Energy leaves and enters an element through port-like entities
called power ports. The power port comprises the collocated
effort and flow variables of power exchange. For computation
purposes, it is essential to determine whether the effort variable
is computed as a function of the flow variable, or the other
way around. This is called causality, and it defines inputs and
outputs in the control software.

For a physics-conformal communication of power and en-
ergy using either power-conjugated variables or state variables,
the control software has to abide by the physics-domain
constraints applied to power-bond and power-port entities.
Therefore, for the steering and feedback signals to represent
power exchange, their variables must abide by:

1) The computational causality direction
2) Collocation – i.e., be expressed in the same coordinate

frame
3) Instantaneous communication

A. Causality

A power-port entity can have one of the two causal ar-
rangements: either effort as input and flow as output, or flow
as input and effort as output. Power ports have cardinality
1 in their relation with power bonds – i.e., power ports
can only be connected to a single power bond [17]. As
power bonds cannot be split, two connected power ports have
opposite causality. In control-software components this can be
translated to output signals of one component being the input
of one other component. For the exchange of power in control
software to abide by the physical laws, such communication
must be done exclusively 1-to-1 between an opposite-causal
and collocated pair of ports communicating the steering and
feedback control signals.

B. Collocation

In power exchange, collocation implies that both the effort
and flow – alternatively, the generalised momentum and gen-
eralised position – are expressed in the same coordinate frame.
For example, when measuring the angular position of a joint
upon a given steering torque to that same joint, it is said that
the torque and the angular position are collocated.

C. Instantaneous communication

The values used to compute power and energy should
correspond to the same moment in time. This implies that
the communication of steering and feedback signals should
be done instantaneously. When this does not happen, the
computation of power and energy is not accurate. However,
such synchronicity is too strict for the control software, given

the inherent delays in data computation and communication.
Instead, timeliness can be used as a more relaxed – yet strict –
property of the control system in the handling of these signals.

Timeliness6 is “the fact or quality of [an event of] happening
at the best possible time or at the right time”. The difference
between at the best possible time and at the right time lies
in the tolerance given to an event to happen with respect to a
deadline. In the control software, such timely events include
the computation and communication of the variables involved
in power exchange.

The control software requires mechanisms to guarantee the
timely communication of its variables. Conveniently, real-
time (RT) systems can fulfil such requirements. In a RT
system the response time is essential for the correct operation
of the software, as a task executed late might bring worse
consequences than the computation of incorrect values [18].

Given the impact on system stability and performance, the
computation and communication of physical variables from
which power and energy is computed must be done in firm
real-time (FRT) or hard real-time (HRT) – i.e., with strict
deadlines. On the other hand, soft real-time (SRT) – i.e., a
more tolerant deadline – is convenient for tasks involving
physical variables for informative purposes. When timeliness
cannot be guaranteed due to large communication delays,
passivity-enforcing methods can be used to extend the stability
range of networked robotic systems (as mentioned in Section
II). See Appendix B for more details on the differences
between FRT, HRT and SRT.

IV. POWER & ENERGY COMMUNICATION SERVICES

This section addresses the incorporation of the physics-
domain constraints of power and energy exchange into data-
communication services, which are made explicit in metamod-
els.

A. Power Computation-Communication Service

The UML diagrams in Fig. 2 depict the power-computation
communication-service metamodel. This service defines the
data stream of two communication objects – an Effort-type
variable and a Flow-type variable – arranged in two causal
configurations. The causal configurations define the causality
constraint when transferring power between two elements. A
data stream is a peer-to-peer communication between compo-
nents [19], which is necessary to guarantee 1-to-1 exchange
of power.

The Effort-type communication object contains either ef-
fort, e, or a generalised momentum, p-type variable. The
Flow-type communication object contains either flow, f , or
a generalised position, q-type variable. Both communication
objects are defined as Power-conjugated quantities (see the
UML diagram in Fig. 3). Formally speaking, p-type and q-
type variables are not power-conjugated variables; however,
for simplicity and because (2) and (3), they are defined in the
same communication object. Moreover, communicating both

6As defined in the Cambridge Diccionary, retrieved from URL
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/timeliness
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Communication
object: Effort-type variable

Communication
object: Flow-type variable

PowerComputation 
Communication

service

Effort-out/ Flow-in 
causality

Flow-out/ Effort-in
causality

Communication
object: Effort-type 

variable

Communication
object: Flow-type 

variable

Effort-type 
<e> or <p>

contains contains

RealType

has-a

Flow-type 
<f> or <q>

has-a

is-a is-a

Effort-type data 
stream - output

Flow-type data 
stream - input

Flow-type data 
stream - output

Effort-type data 
stream - inputTimely relation

Power 
conjugated 

Quantity

Time-wise collocation:

Upon output data is ready for streaming, input data has to be 
received at the same ControlData port within a hard deadline. The 
constraint is monitored using a Time Utility Function of the shape:

Parameters:
Current time, tC, current time in the clock.

OutputReady time, tO, time at which the output data is ready for 
streaming  

InputReady time, tI, time at which the input data is received from 
streaming  

Deadline, D, time after which the input data arrival is trivial. Such 
time could be related to the component's bandwidth

Utility function, u(t): 

 

Power 
conjugated 

Quantity

Communication
object: steering <s>

Communication
object: measurement 

<m>

PowerComputation 
Communication

pattern

steering-out/ 
measurement-in 

pattern

is-a

measurement-out/ 
steering-in

pattern

is-a

Communication
pattern

is-a

Steering data 
stream - output

Measurement 
data stream - 

input

Measurement 
data stream - 

output

Steering data 
stream - input

Constraint:
Time-wise collocated
firm/hard real time 

Collocated
relation

Collocated
relation

Constraint:
Time-wise collocated
firm/hard real time

Causal constraint:
For physics-conformal power computation,

If effort-type variable is output, then flow-type variable is input
else

if flow-type variable is output, then effort-type variable is input

If effort-type variable is input, then flow-type variable is output
else

if flow-type variable is input, then effort-type variable is output

1 1 1 1

1 1

Collocated 
relation

Timely relation

Collocated 
relation

Fig. 2. Power Computation-communication service metamodel

Power conjugated 
quantity

Effort-type 
quantity

is-ais-a

Effort
(e)

First derivative 
of generalized 

momentum
(dp/dt)

is-a is-a

Flow-type 
quantity

Flow
(f)

First derivative of 
generalized 

position
(dq/dt)

is-a is-a

Dynamic relation:

Fig. 3. Definition of Power-conjugated quantity

power-conjugated variables and state variables is convenient
to avoid computing derivatives.

The physics-domain constraints are defined as follows:
Collocated-relation constraint: Any software element com-

municating power has a Power Computation communication
interface composed of two ports, one containing an effort-type
variable and the other containing a flow-type variable. Both
variables are defined in the same reference frame.

Timely-relation constraint: Upon output data is ready for
streaming, input data has to be received at the collocated input
port within a firm/hard RT deadline.

Causality constraint: The communication of power among
elements must be done exclusively 1-to-1. The causal config-
uration of the Power Computation communication interfaces
between two elements communicating power with each other
is always opposite.

Fig. 4 shows the UML object-model diagram of a control-
software model composed by components that associate to

AB C

Controller

Power-
Computation

Communication1 1 1 1

1 1 1

effortOut_
flowIn

effortIn_
flowOut

Power-
Computation

Communication

effortIn_
flowOut

effortOut_
flowIn

Fig. 4. UML object-model diagram of control software elements communi-
cating power. The diagram conforms to Fig. 2.

CB

Flow-type

A

Effort-type 

Flow-type

PowerComputation
communication service

Collocated & 
Timely interface

Collocated & 
Timely interface

Effort-type 

PowerComputation
communication service

Fig. 5. Block-diagram model of control software elements communicating
power via power-computation communication service. The model conforms
to Fig. 4.

each other via power computation communication service.
Fig. 5 is a signal block diagram derived from the model in
Fig. 4. Component A shows both causal configurations, being
the effort-type variable the input and the flow-type variable the
output in the communication with component B, and being
the flow-type variable the input and effort-type variable the
output in the communication with component C. All pairs of
ports – or interfaces – are collocated, HRT/FRT timely-related
and causal-constrained. Power is computed using (1), (2)
and (3) with the power-conjugated variables or state variables
communicated from each power computation communication
interface.
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B. Energy Data Communication services

Having defined a communication service from which power
can be transferred, energy can be computed and later com-
municated using the energy state and energy packet com-
munication services. The UML diagram in Fig. 6 depicts
these communication-service metamodels. Even though both
services communicate energy, they have different purposes in
the control software – hence, they have different behaviour
and constraints.

EnergyState
Communication

service

Communication
object: Energy 

state

Communication
object: Energy 

packet

 Energy 
state <E>

contains contains

RealType

has-a

 Energy 
packet <ΔH>

has-a

is-a is-a

Energy state 
data stream

Quantity

Timely communication 
constraint:

Data has to be 
communicated within a 
firm/hard real-time 
deadline. 

 

Time-wise collocation:

Upon output data is ready for streaming, input data has to be 
received at the same ControlData port within a hard deadline. The 
constraint is monitored using a Time Utility Function of the shape:

Parameters:
Current time, tC, current time in the clock.

OutputReady time, tO, time at which the output data is ready for 
streaming  

InputReady time, tI, time at which the input data is received from 
streaming  

Deadline, D, time after which the input data arrival is trivial. Such 
time could be related to the component's bandwidth

Utility function, u(t): 

 

Quantity

Communication
object: steering <s>

Communication
object: measurement 

<m>

PowerComputation 
Communication

pattern

steering-out/ 
measurement-in 

pattern

is-a

measurement-out/ 
steering-in

pattern

is-a

Communication
pattern

is-a

Steering data 
stream - output

Measurement 
data stream - 

input

Measurement 
data stream - 

output

Steering data 
stream - input

Constraint:
Time-wise collocated
firm/hard real time 

Collocated
relation

Collocated
relation

Constraint:
Time-wise collocated
firm/hard real time

Causal constraint:
For physics-conformal power computation,

If effort-type variable is output, then flow-type variable is input
else

if flow-type variable is output, then effort-type variable is input

If effort-type variable is input, then flow-type variable is output
else

if flow-type variable is input, then effort-type variable is output

EnergyPacket
Communication

service

Energy packet 
data stream

Timely communication 
constraint:

Data has to be 
communicated within a 
soft real-time deadline.

 

Fig. 6. Energy state communication service (left) and energy packet commu-
nication service (right) metamodels.

The energy state communication service communicates an
amount of energy, E, as an informative value or state. This
information is streamed to multiple elements in the control
software as a system property. A timely communication con-
straint with a soft deadline is sufficient. This service is useful
when communicating energy states across different functional
levels in the software architecture – e.g., the user-interface
displaying the energy used by the system.

On the other hand, the energy-packet communication service
transfers an energy packet, ∆H , which transfers an amount
of energy in the system. This energy is streamed to a single
element in the control software to alter its energy content.
Delivery guarantees are essential and a strict timeliness on its
communication is recommended to avoid degradation of con-
trol performance. An example is the energy-transfer protocol
used in passivity layers to balance their energy content [7],
[16].

Fig. 7 shows the UML object-model diagram of a control-
software model composed of components associated to each
other via energy-data communication services. Fig. 8 is a
signal block diagram derived from the model in Fig. 7. Com-
ponent A communicates an energy packet, ∆H , to component
B via energy-packet communication service. Component B
communicates back an energy state value, E, to component A
via energy-state communication service. The transfer of ∆H
from A to B is intended to modify the energy content of both
A and B. On the other hand, E being communicated from
component B to A is only for informative purposes.

BA

Controller

Energy-Packet
Communication1 1

1 1

Energy-State
Communication* 1

Fig. 7. UML object-model diagram of control-software elements communi-
cating energy-data. The diagram conforms to Fig. 6.

EnergyState
communication service

B

E

EnergyPacket
communication service

A

ΔH 

Fig. 8. Block-diagram model of control-software elements communicating
energy data via energy-packet communication and energy-state communica-
tion services. The model conforms to Fig. 7.

V. EXAMPLE USE CASE

Fig. 9 depicts the schematic diagram of a robotic system –
e.g., a robotic manipulator engaging in physical interactions.
The control software must output generalised forces, F , while
measuring the robot’s generalised position, x, in return. Details
on the composition and constraints of the controller are
depicted in the UML object-model diagram in Fig. 10 and
the block diagram in Fig. 11.

Control 
software

I/O
 h

ar
dw

ar
eSteering signal

Feedback signal

Force, F 

Position, x

Actuator
 signal

Sensor
 signal

Fig. 9. Robotic system use-case example

The robot is controlled using an energy-based Cartesian
loop controller that computes an output based on a Carte-
sian setpoint. The loop controller is organized in a stack of
individual components (see for instance [16]) that exchange
power through the power-computation communication service.
The generalised forces, F , represent the effort-type variable
(F out and F in in Fig. 11), while the generalised position,
x, represent the q-type variables (x out and x in in Fig. 11)
from which the flow-type variable (generalised velocity, v) can
be computed using (2).

The loop-controller contains a Passivity-enforcing algorithm
(see for instance [7], [16]) to add the right amount of damp-
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effortOut_
flowIn

1

effortIn_
flowOut

1

effortOut_
flowIn

Coordinate 
transformation

Impedance 
controller

Passivity-
enforcing 
algorithm

Cartesian loop 
controller

Power-
Computation

Communication1 1

1 1 1

effortOut_
flowIn

effortIn_
flowOut

Power-
Computation

Communication

Robot 
interface

1 1

effortIn_
flowOut

Power-
Computation

Communication

1

Supervisory control

Energy-Packet
Communication

Energy-State
Communication

1

1

1

1endEffectorState

poseSetpointstiffnesValue

Fig. 10. UML object-model diagram of the Cartesian loop controller. The diagram conforms to Fig. 2 and Fig. 6.

Im
pedance 

controllerF_out x_in

C
oordinate 

transform
ation

generalised 
force

generalised 
position

F_in x_out

F_out x_in

P
assivity-enforcing 

algorithm

F_in x_out

F_out x_in

EState_out

EPacket_in

R
obot 

Interface

F_in x_out

C
artesian Loop C

ontrolEn
er

gy
 s

ta
te

En
er

gy
 p

ac
ke

ts

Pose 
setpoint

Stiffness 
value

End-effector 
state

generalised 
force

generalised 
position

generalised 
force

generalised 
position

Supervisory control

Fig. 11. Block-diagram model of the implemented Cartesian loop controller.
The model conforms to Fig. 10.

ing to guarantee a passive system. This enables guaranteed
stability properties in the presence of larger time delays. To
achieve passivity, the loop controller receives energy packets
(EPacket in in Fig. 11) from a higher control level (i.e., the
supervisory control in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11) using the energy-
packet communication service. In return, the loop controller
communicates its energy state (EState out in Fig. 11) using
the energy-state communication service.

The generalised force, F , and the generalised position, x, at
each interface must be collocated and abide by the computa-
tional causality constraint. Moreover, F and x variables, and
the energy packets require FRT/HRT guarantees, which needs
to be facilitated by the deployment framework. These con-
straints are dictated by the power and energy communication
services.

The UML object-model diagram in Fig. 10 and the block-
model diagram in Fig. 11 describe two different views of
the same controller. The UML object-model diagram provides
software engineers a clear description of the structure and
constraints of the controller. The same is the case of the block
diagram for control/mechatronics/electrical engineers. There-
fore, having both representations (i.e., Fig. 10 and Fig. 11)
can facilitate the implementation of the controller in software.

Using this approach can bridge the gap between soft-
ware engineering and the physics domain in the implemen-
tation of robotic systems. This can be achieved by having
control software models conforming to the power and en-
ergy communication-service metamodels, so that models like
Fig. 10 can be derived from models like Fig. 11 and the other
way around.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the properties of energy exchange
of physical systems and translated them into domain-specific
constraints for control-software models. This work resulted
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in metamodels and models comprising the physics-domain
constraints for the communication of power and energy data.
The metamodels can be used to guide the implementation of
constraints in software models and, in the future, lead to their
automated construction, verification and code generation.

Constructing models according to the presented metamodels
can bridge the gap between software engineering and the
physics-domain in the design and structure of robot-control
software. Physics-conformance of the control software can
enable energy to be further used as property of control systems.
Future work will focus on embedding energy in the control-
software architecture for “energy-aware” robotic systems.

All-in-all, the work presented in this paper provides freedom
from choice in the development of robot-control software by
conveying the principles and approaches of the physics do-
main. This approach contributes to enhance functionality and
dependability in robotics, and broaden the application range
of robots in complex, high-demanding physical interactions.

The presented metamodels have the maturity level to as-
sist on the development of software tools and standards.
Nonetheless, work needs to be done on using the metamodels
to perform automated conversion and consistency check of
models. This can further facilitate first-time-right implemen-
tations to better fulfil the time-to-market requirements in the
development of robot-control software.
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APPENDIX A
METHODS ON COMPUTATION OF ENERGY

The exchanged energy between two elements can be com-
puted in terms of effort and flow (i.e., generalised force and
generalised velocity) using (4). When energy is exchanged in
the communication of steering and feedback control signals,
the energy-flow between the control software and the physical
system should be the same to preserve the energy consistency
of the entire system. This is non-trivial as the sampling and
hold actions during discretization can lead to an inaccurate
computation of the exchanged energy (see for instance [14]).

To preserve energy consistency, [20] proposes an algorithm
that computes energy exchange by sampling the generalised
position, q-type variable, of the physical system instead of
the flow. The exchanged energy, ∆H , between both systems
is then computed using (5) for an effort-out/flow-in causal
configuration of the control software. In (5), e is the output
effort, q is the (sampled) generalised position, and k is a posi-
tive integer that denotes the kth sample time T . Nonetheless, a
similar approach can be applied to a flow-out/effort-in causal
configuration. Equation (6) denotes the computation of ∆H by
sampling the generalised momentum, p-type variable, instead
of the effort. In (6), f is the output flow, p is the (sampled)
generalised momentum and k is a positive integer that denotes
the kth sample time T .

∆H =

∫
P =

∫
e f dt (4)

∆H = e((k − 1)T ) (q(k T )− q((k − 1)T )) (5)

∆H = (p(k T )− p((k − 1)T )) f((k − 1)T ) (6)

Equations (5) and (6) are useful methods for an energy-
consistent computation of power exchange. Still, the physical
variables and their communication must abide by the physics-
domain constraints to preserve the energy consistency of the
control system.

APPENDIX B
METHODS ON TIMELINESS MONITORING

In computer systems, value functions can be used to de-
scribe hard and soft real-time environments [18] - i.e., the
timeliness tolerance of computations and communication ac-
tions. More recent implementations of real-time systems use
time-utility functions (TUF’s) to measure the usefulness of
computed data for the system [21]–[23]. Time-utility functions
can be used as formal constraints and monitoring mechanisms
for timely events in the control software.

Max
utility

Utility

0 Time

Hard real-time TUF

Max
utility

Utility

0 Time

Soft real-time TUF

Max
utility

Utility

0 Time

Firm real-time TUF

Max
utility

Utility

0 Time

Non real-timed)

c)

a) b)

Max
utility

Utility

0 Time

Fig. 12. Time-Utility Functions: a) Firm real-time, b) Hard real-time, and c)
Soft real-time

Firm real-time (FRT) is used if missing a deadline does
not cause any damage to either the system or its environment,
but the output has no significant value. As described in [23],
in a Firm real-time TUF (see Fig. 12a), the usefulness, U ,
of the data drops immediately from maximal to zero once the
deadline, D, is due. Only a k number of missed deadlines in a
certain period of time, t, is acceptable. If the number of missed
deadlines is greater than k in the time period t, then the utility
value drops to −∞ as this might cause serious consequences.
The parameters k and t are determined by the application.

Hard real-time (HRT) is used if missing its deadline may
cause catastrophic consequences on the controlled system or
its environment. In a Hard real-time TUF (see Fig. 12b), the
usefulness, U , of the data drops immediately from maximal
to −∞ once the deadline, D, is due.

A more tolerant measures of usefulness can be applied to
the computation and communication of data which variation
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in timeliness does not (critically) impact the performance
of the system. Soft real-time (SRT) is used if missing its
deadline has still some utility for the system, although causing
a performance degradation. In a soft real-time TUF (see
Fig. 12c), the usefulness is degraded ”softly” from maximal
to zero in a time window determined by the deadline, D, and
a critical time tc.
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